I. INTRODUCTION
THE PROBABILITY per set, A(u --f I), that a molecule will spontaneously emit radiation and arrive at a lower energy state is a quantity of great importance to many applied physics and engineering problems. The measurement or calculation of A(u + 1) is exceedingly difficult for most transitions of interest. If appropriate measurements are not available for a particular energy-level system, one must calculate the A(I) 4 I) from first principles. If experimental information is available for a given system, it may be possible to model the electrical and mechanical motion of the molecule and, within the limits imposed by the model. A(u + I) may be calculated for otherwise inaccessible transitions." ~3) A case in point is the probability for spontaneous, infrared emission from upper vibrationrotation levels in diatomic molecules. To date, no direct measurements of these probabilities have been made. However, for most molecules, probabilities are known from absolute absorptionstrength measurements on transitions involving the lowest vibration-rotation levels. The proportionality between line strength and transition probability is : ( In the above.
II is Planck's constant; HI is the reduced mass: t< is the stationary cncrg! value: and lo is the mechanical potential which describes the nuclear motion. Symmetry requires that in the cast of ;I diatomic molecule. the molecule-fixed dipolemoment function. pF. bc directed along the intornuclcar axis :
where the sum is taken over 41 olcctrons and nuclei : c is an cfl&ztivc charge for each particle: and 11, is the coordinate along the nuclear axis within the frame of refcrencc fixed in the molecule. The dipole moment p(\/. I'. 0. ~1)) is given as ;I function of direction cosines relate\ c to the laboratory frame (.u. A'. z) :
For fixed elrctronic states. the mean value of ip,:l dcpcnds strongl on I'. but not on I/.
Therefore. for fixed 12~. an average cloctric dipole-moment function may bc defined ;I\ The components of equation (I) may then be rewritten as :
or, if 11~ is suppressed. as is customary for ,I; = /rj
The procedure is the same for pV and 11:. Squaring and summing these results give:
The reduction of (9) to (10) is straightforward, and it shows that the factor Iw( in (IO) arises from the transformation properties of the electric dipole moment.'"' Since 1~ is uniquely determined by the quantum number J. we will consider only the radial dipole quantities (/J'l/c(r-)lrJ).
The (r'J'lp(r)It'J) form an array, with the rows labeled according to the upper (primed) level involved in a transition.
and with the columns labeled according to the lower (unprimed) levels. It can be shown that this array has all the properties of a matrix; consequently, the individual quantities (r>'J'lp(r)lrJ) are called the matrix elements of the dipole moment. Once they are calculated. the vibrational section rules may be determined for a particular /L(V) model and potential function. For example consider the lowest order approximation.
If it is assumed that p(r) is proportional to the displacement from nuclear equilibrium.
Ifit is also assumed that the mechanical tnotion is harmonic and that thcrc is no intcruction between the vibrational and rotational motions. then
In this case, the solutions to (3) are the Hermitc: polynomials.'-and the vibrational matrix clcmcnts are independent of J : 'l'hc: matrix indicates that in the harmonic approximations (8) ( IO). only the fund;tmtxtal series (At. : 7_+ I) occurs. and this matrix indicates the relative series values. Ifmore realistic functions of /((I') and C'(r) arc chosen. the xro elements become tinite and one predicts overtone scrics. whcrc At. > + I.
Once the electrical and mechanical motion has bcon tnodelcd and the matrix elements have been determined analytically or numerically, the isotropic transition probabilities (in intensity units) may be found from the following relations :'I "
Integration ofequation (1) within the framework of the Born--Oppenheimer approximation has been achieved by several authors using mechanical and electrical models which have varying degrees of sophistication.
OPPENHEIMER(~) considered the effects of vibration rotation interaction (r # re in equation 13) on the strength of vibrationrotation lines for harmonic oscillations of the nuclei (equation 14) and for the linear approximation of IL(r) (equation 12). He found that rotational effects altered the square of the matrix element of each line from the harmonic approximation of equal strength lines. by a correction factor. F:
where (F'],LL(~)]v) is the rotationless matrix element. In the above. for fundamental band P and R branch lines : 
The F-factors of Herman and Wallis contain a parameter 0 = M,/(M,r,). which predicts an increase in intensity ofthe P branch lines over the R branch lines (or vice versa. depending on the sign of 0). This model, represented by equation (20) then it should yield rcaaonablc rc\ull\ for most diatomic molecules. prcjccdurc originally c~utlined by R\i1)1n.K(; c't rll."" "I If this procedure is used. ~hc CI;IUIGII lurning points of :hc vibrational motion are determined directly from the obscrvcd cncrg! le\cl transitions of a particular molecule. Consequently. lint2 positions calculated \cilh 211 RKR potential arc' gcncrally much more accurate than those obtained from Morse or other empirical potentials. In the present investigation.
we have used two RKR potentials for rhc HF. moltxwl~. An RKR potential generated by FAI I.OU (J( II/.'" U;IS uwd III tllc initial calculations.
It was found, however, that the turning points were not sufficiently dense to compute high overtone matrix elements. A new RKR potential having finer increments in r was therefore generated. The matrix elements calculated with these two RKR potentials were equivalent for small Ar transitions, but were quite different for higher overtones (Al> > 3). The line positions calculated with either RKR potential differed from measured line positions by less than fifteen wavenumbers, even at the highest vibrational and rotational states considered. In contrast, the line positions predicted by the Morse potential varied from the measured values for HF by more than two hundred wavenumbers. The preceding is not to be taken as an argument that the matrix elements calculated with the RKR potential are better than those calculated with the Morse function, since a potential which exactly reproduces the energy levels of a molecule is not unique.'2",2" Different wave functions can be derived from potentials constructed from the same set of energylevel data. and thus even if the exact form of the dipole moment were known. the computed matrix elements would not necessarily be unique. However, when two potentials give results which agree closely, it might be assumed that the molecule is being modeled rcasonably well.
Eff;ct of' potcntiul firnctions on rihrntiontrl rnrltris drrnents
Let us express the matrix elements in the form of equation (18): [F,,,,,,(m) ].
(33)
The J-dependent F-factors will be discussed in a later section of this report. Our concern here is with the vibrational matrix elements, (r'I~(r)lr). The effect of the potential function on the vibrational matrix elements can be seen by inspection of Figs. l-7. Figures l-6 compare the Air. = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 matrix elements calculated with the Morse potential function to those calculated with the RKR potential function. The wave functions have been computed numerically from equation (3) for J = 0 and the matrix elements (equation 10) have been computed numerically with the polynomial form of /l(r) truncated after the cubic term. This approximation to P(Y) will be written am. The dipole and Morse parameters used for all calculations are given in Table 1 . It is clear that matrix elements involving small 11 depend very little on the potential function. However, for larger I', the dependence of the matrix elements on V(r) becomes more pronounced.
It can be concluded that as 11, 1.' and AV increase, the differences in the computations for RKR and Morse potentials also begin to increase noticeably. This is to be expected, since the Morse parameters used for the computations were chosen to agree with line positions of small Ar transitions and the RKR potential was determined using all line-position data available. The RKR potential is tabulated in Appendix I.
A number of authors have obtained analytical expressions for the F-factors for the lower vibration transitions.
HERMAN, R~THERY and RUBIN (HRR)" 3, considered the case of a rotating Morse oscillator with a linear dipole moment. A comparison of the analytically calculated F-factor of HRR to our Morse and RKR potential calculations for the fundamental band of HF shows that all three methods give identical results. In 
The Mi are taken as parameters to be determined from experimental measurements. Usually. as many parameters are taken as there are measurements available for that molecule, and a set of simultaneous equations are solved for the Mi's. Generally. the overtone sequence measurements are the experimental information ; thus, the equations are :
where r,,, is the upper state of the highest overtone-data available. M,, is often taken to be equal to the permanent dipole moment, and the first equation is eliminated. The remaining equations are unaffected, since because of the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions. terms containing M, appear only in the first equation. The rotationless matrix elements on the left-hand side of equation (3) may be determined only within an ambiguity in sign by band-intensity measurements, since the measured intensity is proportional to their square, (dp(r)10)2.
This ambiguity can be resolved by additional information obtained from other band measurements (BENEDICT et al."') or through the measurement of a number of individual lines in each band (MEREDITH(~)). The values of the integrals in the above equations can be determined in closed form if the harmonic, Morse, or certain other functions are used or they can be evaluated numerically, as in our present calculations. Once these values are determined, the system of c,,, equations in the same number of unknowns may be easily solved. Generally, this procedure will determine different coefficients, Mi, for different potential functions, even for the same values of the experimentally measured matrix elements. Also, as c,,, is increased to I',,,+ 1 by the inclusion of an additional measurement, all of the Mi's previously determined will change value as a nonzero value of M,,_ + 1 is determined.
The dipole-moment function as determined above can then be used as a method of interpolation and extrapolation to calculate any other matrix elements of interest : Since the wave functions arc orthonormal, onI4 one term of the summation romaine:
As in the polynomial expansion. one coefficient in the dipolo-moment c\;pansion is determined for each experimental measurcmcnt.
In the polynomial case. the relationship between the Mi and the measured matrix elements is somewhat obscure, since it occurs through a set of linear equations.
With the wavc-function expansion. the relationship is the most straightforward possiblean identit). The substitution of the wave-function expansion for the dipole moment gives the following expression for any other transition.
where the notation R"'," = (r'/p(r)1r) :
is used. When the summation is rcmovcd from undclthe integral. we have
.I
The sum should be over the bound states of the n~olcculc and should include an intogtxl (SW CASHION'~"') to account for possible transitions to unbound states. For diatomic molcculcs in the ground state, transitions to unbound states are highly unlikely. so that integral contribution is assumed to be zero. In addition, the overtone matrix clcmcnts generally decrease quite rapidly as the upper state increases; therefore. Trischka and Salwen suggest that a reasonable approximation is to assume the unknown R',' be taken as zero.
In 1963. CASHION extended the work of Trischka and Salwen in an attempt to determine all matrix elements involving the I' = 0 level as a function of only one cxpcrimcntally determined matrix element. The treatment is well documented. and therefore. it wil! not be reviewed here. Since intensity data are now available through the second overtone band for HF, the Cashion extension has been used here only for Ai for which i 2 4.
In this paper. when the dipole-moment expressions are compared, the truncated polynomial form will be written /L(II~). where n is the degree included (e.g. the linear approximation is written p( 1~)). The wave-function expansion will similarly be written IL(W). where II is the number of experimental bands included.
The HF dipole rnornent
In principle, the dipole-moment function of a molecule is well defined by the electronic structure ofthe molecule and can be calculated without reference to band-intensity measurements. The only assumption necessary is the separability of the electronic motion from the vibrational and rotational motion, the Born -Oppenheimer approximation, which is almost always assumed in any analytic treatment. The calculation of the dipole moment requires the calculation of the electronic molecular eigenfunctions and an appropriate averaging of these eigenfunctions at a number of internuclear separations. Such a calculation for the HF molecule has been done by NESBET(~" who used an approximate Hartree Fock met hod.
In that paper. Nesbet reports two types of calculations, a low precision calculation for three values of the internuclear separation near the equilibrium separation and a higher precision calculation for the internuclear distance approximately equal to the equilibrium distance. A comparison of the values of the dipole moment and its derivatives at the equilibrium internuclear distance obtained by Nesbet and from our measurements is given in Table 2 From that table, it can be seen that the higher precision Hartree Fock calculation gives excellent agreement with the measured dipole moment : however, since the high precision calculation was only performed for the one internuclear distance, the derivatives cannot be evaluated. Using Nesbet's lower precision calculation, we can compare the derivatives of the dipole moment which are of primary concern in determining infrared band intensities. The first derivative at the equilibrium separation is approximately 25 per cent larger than the value inferred from band-intensity measurements.* That small a difference is quite reasonable for this type of calculation; however, it is still much larger than the approximately 3 per cent error in the value derived from the intensity measurement. The second derivative, however, does not agree with the value obtained from intensity suggested in Section 3.3. In Fig. 17 . the overtone matrix elements predicted with the use of the ,u(~/I) dipole moment can be compared with those arrived at by Cashion. The signs in the respective symbols represent thc'signs of the matrix elements represented. It can bc seen from Fig. 17 that a correspondence between these two methods seems to hold through the fourth overtone (51~~(r)/O) matrix element. For large overtone matrix elements, differcnccs in both sign and magnitude arc considerable.
The corresponding overtone elements from Trischka and Salwen's wave-function approximation are the same as the first three overtone elements in the third-degree polynomial approximation represented in Fig. 17 . since both approximations are fit to experimental data : the higher ovcrtonc matrix element\ for the wave-function expansion are. by definition. zero and therefore arc not plotted. A complete tabulation of the rotationless matrix elements and Einstein coeflicienth calculated with the ,u(~J)) approximation arc tabulated in Appendix 2.
3.5 Korlrriotltrl ricpcwficwc~ o/'t/w tmttT\' c~lc'ttlc'tlfs \\hc~tl 1/w pc'llwottlitrl rlipok t?lottlct21 i\ rlscY/
The F-factors which represent the rotational dependence of the matrix elements arc' also atrectcd by the choice of the dipole-moment function. Figures IX 22 show what cft'cct the addition of the third-degree term to the polynomial dipole-moment function has on the HF F-factors. The fundamental band F-factor has not been included, since in this case. both polynomial functions give identical results which agree quite well with experiment (SW Ref. 2). Figure 18 compares the calculated and measured F-factors in the first overtone. For ttt > 0 corresponding to R-branch transitions, the third-degree polynomial calculation gives slightly better results; for ttt -c 0, the second-degree polynomial calculation agrees more closely with the measured values. However. definite conclusions cannot be drawn from the comparison because of error in the measurement. Figure I9 will give an additional FIG. 14. Overtone matrix elements for HF when various dipole moments are used with the RKR potential. These two remaining sources of error will be designated approximation error and measurement-induced error. By approximation error. WC mean the error introduced into the calculated matrix elements because the form of the chosen dipole-moment approximation does not correctly represent the real dipole moment of the molecule. For example, in the case of the polynomial approximation, we are assured that if enough terms are retained, we can adequately represent any reasonable dipole-moment function. However, lack of experimental overtone information limits the number of terms which can be added to the polynomial approximation. Moreover, it is not possible to check the reliability of the approximate solution, since little is known about the actual form of the dipole moment.
The measurement-induced error present in the calculated matrix elements is easier to handle. We define measurement-induced error as error in the calculated matrix elements caused by inaccurate measurements of the overtone matrix elements used to determine the dipole moment coefficients when the chosen dipole-moment approximation is adequate. For example. consider the third-degree polynomial approximation.
If we assume that the dipole moment of the molecule is well represented by a third-degree polynomial, then WC could find the correct polynomial by using the uniqueness theorem for polynomials. by solving the set equations in Section 3.1 using the correct matrix elements through (31/4r)/Oj. However, for the overtone matrix elements, we must use measured values which may contain some errors: therefore, generally, the coefficients of /1(3/1) will be in error. In turn. these errors introduce other errors into matrix elements calculated with that particular polynomial dipole-moment approximation.
A representation of the magnitude of those induced errors is the aim of this section. o/' tlw ttlc~ctsitrrttlrtzt-irldlrr.c'd mwt~ c~sprc~.s.~iott i;or clarity. matrix notation will be used in the derivation of the tneasuremcnt-induced error expression. For p(tjp). the coefficient M; are solutions of the following set of trmt I equations : u here for I' = I. 2 t7 r--t p-I.7 <'
I Ikrirrrtiotl
Since we are not presently intcrcsted in the pure rotation transitions and M,, appears only in the first equation of(M), we may restrict our attention to the last n equations of(35).
Those equations may be written in matrix notation as : where A is a matrix which has elements, Aui :
where M is a 1 x n matrix overtone matrix elements
AM = R"
A,i = $opi$or2 dr s which has elements, Mi. The elements of R" are the measured
RF = (ilp(r)lO).
If A-' exists, M may be found :
Any matrix elements can be calculated for ,u(np) :
If the following definitions are assumed for the matrices BAL' and R*"
then equation (36) can be written :
If we substitute for the M above :
Equation (3X) is particularly important because it gives the matrix element desired as a linear combination of the input matrix elements. as can be seen if equation (38) is written explicitly in terms of the elements of the matrices:
The linearity of (39), coupled with the assumption of the independence of the measurements, allows us to write the variance of the computed matrix elements, c&+&,, in terms of the variances of the overtone measurements &:
or. as standard deviations:
.The above provides the desired result, a relationship between the measurement error and the measurement-induced error in the calculated matrix elements.
1.7 R~~.sirlts fiw c~trlcirl~rtcd Ar = 1 rwtri.~ c~/~~r,wrus Equation (40) provided a general relation for the [neasuremcnt-induced error for an) calculated matrix element. but here we consider only AI, = 1 transitions.
The elementx of the matrices A and B-\"-' have been calculated numerically and are given in Tables 3  and 4 for the case of II = 3. when the RKR potential function is used. The matrix C"' '. defined bq for II = 3. is given in Table 5 . For calculation purposes. we have taken the standard crrot for the overtone bands measured as 3 per ant. This 3 per cent corresponds to approximately 6 per cent error in the values of the measured quantities. the line strengths. We chose 3 per cent to represent an upper bound on the probable error. For comparison.
UC did a Icast-square tit of the measured I' = 0 --t 2 overtone strengths'J' to a second-deprcc polynomial.
A standard deviation of less than 2 per cent was obtained. That value corrcspends to a standard error of less than I per cent in the I' = 0 + 2 matrix element ; however. systematic error may remain undetected. Fig. 23 using I with the RKR potential function. Figure 24 represents the Ar = 1 matrix elements, which we calculated using a fourth-degree polynomial expansion with the value of the third overtone (r = 0 + 4) matrix element taken from Cashion's treatment. The wider error bars on that curve represent the present situation, where we have assumed the standard error associated with the P = 0 -+ 4 matrix element to be 50 per cent. The narrower error bars on that curve were calculated under the assumption that the r = 0 + 4 matrix element was known to 3 per cent. Thus, the narrower error bars show the improvement in our knowledge of the Ar = 1 matrix elements which might be obtained if we make a measurement of the (Olp(r)14) matrix element assuming that the fourthdegree polynomial adequately represents the dipole-moment function of the HF molecule. 
